Weighing the ocean: Using a single mooring to measure changes in the mass of the ocean
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[1] Combining ocean and earth models, we show that there is a region in the central Pacific ocean where ocean bottom pressure is a direct measure of interannual changes in ocean mass, with a noise level for annual means below 3 mm water equivalent, and a trend error below 1 mm/yr. We demonstrate this concept using existing ocean bottom pressure measurements from the region, from which we extract the annual cycle of ocean mass (amplitude 8.5 mm, peaking in late September), which is in agreement with previous determinations based on complex combinations of global data sets. This method sidesteps a number of limitations in satellite gravity-based calculations, but its direct implementation is currently limited by the precision of pressure sensors, which suffer from significant drift. Development of a low-drift method to measure ocean bottom pressure at a few sites could provide an important geodetic constraint on the earth system. Citation: Hughes, C. W., M. E. Tamisiea, R. J. Bingham, and J. Williams (2012), Weighing the ocean: Using a single mooring to measure changes in the mass of the ocean, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L17602, doi:10.1029/2012GL052935.

1. Introduction

[2] The GRACE satellite gravity mission has revolutionized our ability to monitor regional mass redistribution in the earth system, and hence monitor changes in ocean mass and the source of those changes. However, GRACE does not monitor the degree 1 terms in mass movement, associated with geocenter motion, and is weak for the $C_2^0$ harmonic [Chen et al., 2006; Sjöberg et al., 2008; Leuliette and Miller, 2009]. It also suffers from limited spatial resolution, making it hard to distinguish the much larger land signals from ocean signals near the ocean boundaries [Chambers et al., 2007], and secular trends include a contribution from glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), the solid earth’s ongoing response to the change in load since the last glaciations [Tamisiea, 2011]. Together, these difficulties lead to an uncertainty approaching 1 mm/yr in the measured mass component of global sea level trend.

[3] If sea level changes were spatially uniform, then variation of the volume of the ocean could be monitored using a single tide gauge. Similarly, spatially uniform changes in ocean bottom pressure (OBP) would mean ocean mass changes could be monitored with a single OBP Recorder. However, spatial variations mean that sea level measurements must be made over the entire ocean (by satellite altimetry), or statistical extrapolation must be used to mitigate the sampling problems of tide gauge data [Hughes and Williams, 2010; Church and White, 2006; Jevrejeva et al., 2006]. Fortunately, as we will show, OBP observations in one specific region do allow us to measure ocean mass changes with a single station.

2. Model Predictions

[4] The effect of a sloping sea floor means that there are much stronger dynamical constraints on OBP than on sea level [Hughes and de Cea, 2001]. This means that OBP variations tend to be smaller in amplitude and have larger spatial scales than sea level variations [Vinnikov et al., 2007; Bingham and Hughes, 2008]. The dynamical constraint has the largest effect near the equator. Here, the strong stratification and rapid propagation of Rossby waves mean that wind-driven flows tend to be limited to a shallow surface layer. As any deeper circulation approaches the equator, geostrophic balance results in smaller pressure differences for a given mass transport. Power spectra of dynamical OBP (i.e. with the global average subtracted at each time), based on 19 years of data from three different ocean models (OCC12: the 1/12° resolution OCCAM model [Marsh et al., 2009]; the 18 km resolution ECCO2 model from Jet Propulsion Laboratory [Menemenlis et al., 2005]; and OCC4: run 202 of the 1/4° OCCAM model [Marsh et al., 2008]) illustrate how strong this dynamical suppression of OBP variability is (Figure 1). Tropical Pacific OBP variability in the deep ocean has 500–1000 times less power than typical sea level variability at interannual time scales.

[5] For a running annual mean of OBP, this spectrum translates into a standard deviation of less than 3 mm of water in the tropical Pacific (Figure 2a and Figures S1 and S2 in the auxiliary material). A Monte Carlo simulation based on the spectrum in Figure 1a predicts that 95% of trends will be less than 0.85 mm/yr when calculated over 5-year periods, and less than 0.28 mm/yr over 10-year periods. Current estimates for the recent rate of sea level rise due to ocean mass increase are about 1–2 mm/year, with much of the uncertainty accounted for by differences in GIA models [Tamisiea, 2011; Cazenave and Llovel, 2010; Chambers et al., 2010; Riva et al., 2010], so the errors from a ten-year OBP record would be only a small fraction of the estimated trend.

[6] All three models exhibit realistic variability in Tropical Pacific sea level (Figure S3 in the auxiliary material), but we...
expect model trends to be larger than real world trends: unrealistically large transient thermohaline adjustment processes, lasting for several decades, occur even in relatively coarse resolution models for which a flux adjustment can be estimated to minimize shocks [Collins et al., 2006]. Figure 2b shows that the model OBP trends are, as expected, larger than our statistical estimate, particularly in the Atlantic and Southern oceans where deep water mass formation is important. Nonetheless, most of the Pacific shows trends below 1 mm/yr even with this unrealistically large adjustment process taking place, suggesting that the statistical uncertainty estimate of 0.28 mm/yr is probably not far from the true dynamical OBP trend. The dynamical signal is therefore small enough that a measurement of secular OBP trend at a single point could provide a valuable constraint on the secular increase in ocean mass.

[7] Even in the absence of ocean dynamics, there are other causes of spatially non-uniform OBP change. The effects of long period tidal forcing and earth rotation changes (the pole tide) are well understood and straightforward to remove from measurements [Woodworth, 2012; Desai, 2002], as is the variation in the average pressure exerted by the atmosphere on the ocean. More difficult to model and remove is the effect of flexing of the earth under changing loads, and related changes to the gravity field, which lead to a redistribution of water. For example, if Greenland ice melts and increases the mass of the ocean, the resulting local OBP signal is equal to the global average signal multiplied by an amplification factor which is actually negative within about 2500 km of the pole. This gives 2283 OBP predictions without varying the ice model so as to be consistent with observations, leading to an overestimate of the possible self attraction effects but ignoring feedbacks due to changes in earth rotation [Tamisiea et al., 2010], followed by a 50 km Gaussian smoothing. This gave 2283 OBP predictions at each ocean point, each one representing the response to a different water source region. The contours in Figure 2 show the ratio of the smallest to the largest of these values, at each point, with numbers close to 1 indicating that the response at that point is insensitive to where on land the additional water originated from.

[9] Negative values of this ratio (not plotted), indicate that mass loss from some land regions would reduce OBP at those points. There is, however, a large region in the Pacific where all land sources contribute positively to OBP. The ratio reaches a maximum of 0.785, meaning there are locations where OBP responds to mass changes from all land regions with almost the same relative weighting. In this region, OBP is a direct measure of ocean mass change almost independent of the source location.

[10] In addition to this elastic earth response to loading, we must also consider the long-term viscoelastic signal which is dominated by GIA. This contributes a significant component (of order 0.5 mm/yr) to the uncertainty in ocean mass trend estimates from satellite gravity data [Cazenave and Llovel, 2010; Chambers et al., 2010; Tamisiea, 2011]. However, the high density of rock relative to water means that this solid earth effect is proportionately larger in gravity measurements than in OBP. Using data from Tamisiea [2011], we find at Sites S and N (Figure 2), a GIA contribution to OBP variation of −0.15 mm/yr when using the ICE-5G ice history (halting 4000 years before present), and the VM2 earth model [Peltier, 2004]. Alternatively, using the older ICE-3G model and its corresponding earth model [Tushingham and Peltier, 1991] we obtain −0.16 mm/yr at site S and −0.17 mm/yr at site N. Varying the earth model parameters over the range explored in Tamisiea [2011], without varying the ice model so as to be consistent with observations, leads to an overestimate of the possible
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Figure 1. Power spectral density of sea level (red) and ocean bottom pressure (blue, in equivalent cm of water) for ocean regions deeper than 3000 m. Dark colors represent the Pacific Ocean between 15°S and 15°N. Pale colors represent all areas between latitudes 15 and 65 degrees north and south. Spectra are calculated by area-weighted averaging of periodograms from each grid point in the region, from three different ocean models: (a) the 1/12° resolution OCCAM model, (b) the 18 km resolution ECCO2 model, and (c) run 202 of the 1/4° OCCAM model.
variation in this signal. This produces an extreme range of 
$-0.55$ to $+0.01$ mm/yr at site S, and from $-0.31$ to 
$+0.19$ mm/yr at site N, to be compared with the equivalent 
extreme range of GIA contributions to the GRACE mea-
surement of $1.9$ to $-0.5$ mm/yr.

[11] Taken together, these results indicate that OBP vari-
a tions in a region of the central tropical Pacific ocean reflect 
minor mass changes (multiplied by an amplification factor of 
about $1.16$), with relatively little noise resulting from ocean 
dynamics or solid earth processes. The noise amounts to less 
than $3$ mm standard error for annual means, and less (prob-
ably much less) than $1$ mm/yr in 10-year trends.

3. Mass Measurement

[12] We wish to demonstrate that a single OBP time series 
can, in practice, measure ocean mass changes. However, 
present limitations of in-situ OBP recorders mean that we 
cannot directly measure long-term trends to the accuracy 
required. In fact the longest-period signal which can be
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**Figure 2.** Ocean Bottom Pressure diagnostics from 19 years of data from the 1/12° resolution OCCAM ocean model: 
(a) standard deviation of the running-annual-average, detrended time series and (b) the linear trend in the time series. Each 
panel also shows the positions, sites N and S, of two deployed OBP recorders. Contours show the ratio of minimum to 
maximum amplification factor for OBP signals resulting from moving a standard mass from any land point to its equilibrium 
configuration in the ocean.
measured is comparable to the length of individual instrument deployments, typically a year [Watts and Kontoyiannis, 1990]. Satellite-based determinations of ocean mass changes [e.g., Willis et al., 2008] show that the signal is dominated by an annual cycle and longer-period variability. If we are to use available data to test whether this concept works in practice, we must therefore focus on the annual cycle.

Fortuitously, as part of the US National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program [Gonzalez et al., 2005] OBP measurements have been made at site N (125.0°W, 8.5°N, station number 50184) in 2001–2002, and then at site S (125.0°W, 8.5°S, station number 51406) since 2002. Following subtraction by least squares fitting of tides with periods of 1 month and shorter, and correction from sensor drift using the standard exponential-plus-linear drift formula of Watts and Kontoyiannis [1990] (discussed in more detail below), a time series of 5-day means of OBP anomaly is produced, plotted in Figure 3a (top red curve).

Figure 3 also shows (black lines) the predicted contribution to this OBP signal from a set of independent models. The ocean mass contribution is modeled using a combination of hydrological and atmospheric model data with satellite gravity data for the cryosphere [Tamisiea et al., 2010]. The dynamical ocean signal is from the ECCO2 model (OCC12 produces very similar results, but ends at the start of 2007; OCC4 ends at the start of 2003). The equilibrium tide includes all gravitational terms longer than a month and a self-consistent treatment of loading and self-attraction as in Woodworth [2012]. It also includes the pole tide using a similar treatment due to Desai [2002], and the EOP 08 C04 data set of earth orientation parameters.
from the International Earth Rotation and Reference System Service at http://www.iers.org, with a 35-day low-pass filter applied (dominant periods are annual and 433 days). The atmospheric pressure averaged over the global ocean is from the ECMWF analysis data set provided as a satellite altimeter product by AVISO.

[15] The sum of all predicted contributions explains 73% of the observed signal variance. The ocean model alone explains 33%, while the sum of all other contributions explains 53%, showing that the ocean dynamical contribution is far from dominating the signal. Figure 3a also shows the ocean mass derived by subtracting all other modeled contributions from the observations. After applying a 5-month low-pass filter, this agrees well with the modeled ocean mass, which is dominated by an annual signal.

[16] The instrumental drift removal procedure, coupled with the typically 1–2 year deployment lengths, means that the annual cycle is the longest period signal which can be meaningfully extracted from the data. Even this requires careful analysis, as the drift removal will tend to absorb some of the true signal and hence reduce the amplitude of the annual cycle. We avoid this, while maintaining independence of the annual mass signal determination, by implementing an iterative drift removal. We make a prediction of the total signal by summing all the model contributions, but representing the mass contribution only by an arbitrary annual cycle. This model is subtracted from the data, and the drift function is fitted to the residual. After drift removal, there should be no annual cycle in the residual if the assumed mass signal is correct. An annual cycle correction to the mass model is then calculated from an annual fit to the drifted residual, and the procedure iterated until the annual cycle becomes self-consistent. The procedure converges rapidly to a single result, independent of starting conditions. After dividing by the amplification factor appropriate to this signal (1.17 at site S), this produces an annual cycle of ocean mass with amplitude 8.5 mm, phase 262° (a phase of zero represents an annual peak at the start of the year, so this corresponds to a maximum in late September).

[17] If, instead, of ECCO2, we use OCC12, this becomes 9.3 mm and 267°. OCC4 has too little overlap with the data for a complete calculation, but has a similar annual cycle: (OCC4, OCC12, ECCO2) annual cycles at site S have amplitudes of (4.5, 5.6, 4.7) mm and phases of (180, 171, 173) degrees respectively. Uncertainties in the other OBP contributions are much smaller than this, making ocean model skill the limiting factor, and suggesting an error in the ocean mass annual cycle with amplitude about 1 mm.

[18] In Figure 3b we compare the annual cycle of ocean mass derived using (effectively) a single OBP recorder, to that determined from global satellite and in-situ data sets [Chambers et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2006; Willis et al., 2008; Rietbroek et al., 2009; Leuliette and Miller, 2009; Wouters et al., 2011; Siegismund et al., 2011]. The results are consistent, and the scatter introduced by ocean model uncertainty is smaller than the scatter among different determinations using global data sets.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

[19] We have shown that the quiet environment and large distance from land in the central Pacific ocean make it possible to use a single OBP recorder to determine the annual cycle of ocean mass at least as well as can be achieved using global satellite and in-situ data sets. If the model predictions remain correct at longer time scales, a tropical Pacific OBP measurement on its own would provide an ocean mass monitoring system capable of resolving trends as small as 1 mm/yr, and probably significantly less. However, it is probably better to consider such a measurement in combination with a satellite gravity monitoring system like GRACE. A small network of tropical OBP measurements would provide a tie between satellite and in-situ measurements, analogous to the vital role played by tide gauges in maintaining the calibration of satellite altimeter measurements [Leuliette et al., 2004]. Such measurements would help to address the uncertainties due to GIA and poorly-measured low spherical harmonic degrees of the mass redistribution, and hence would contribute to the accuracy of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) as a whole, with benefits to a wide range of satellite-based geophysical measurements. Satellite and in-situ measurements would mitigate each other’s limitations, providing better measurements than either would be capable of alone.

[20] Measurement of secular changes in ocean mass would require an OBP measurement system which can operate in depths of 4–5 km, with long-term drift of a fraction of a millimetre (a few pascal) per year. Instruments capable of achieving this stability currently do not exist, but their development would lead to an important constraint on the earth system from just a small number of instruments; as we have shown, even present-day instruments can provide such a constraint at the annual period. An alternative method would combine detailed sea level and density measurements to infer bottom pressure, though the sampling and stability requirements remain challenging.
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